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JLbStract:  In this paper,we describe nodelins and composition lules of frequency response chaFaCter―

istics based on expe�mental data of plants(controlled systems)With uncerthnty and nonlinearity,and

the robust stabilitv evaluation of feedback control systems, Analysis and design of control systems usins

the upper and lower bounds of such experiinental data vould be erective as a practicable method which

is not heavily dependent upon mathematical model such as the transfer function, In this repo■ t,sets of

the experiinenttt data are assumed to include not only the band of the sain characteristics but also the

band of the phase cILaraCteristics,「 Fhe stability robustness of the feedback control system is investisated

based on modehng and composition■ ■les of the interval of frequency response characteristics, Numerical

examples are shown to illustrate the stability■ obustness lbr intervn syStems.

Key words: Frequency response, 1■ terval systenl, Kharitonov theorenl, robust stability, uncertainty,

nonhnearity.

2. FREQUENCY RESPONSE INTERVAL

Consider a controlled element with uncertainty by the

multiphcative perturbation a.s shown in Fig. 1,that

lS,

θ*Oω
)=θ (」

ω)(1+△ (Jω ))・ (1)

Fig。 l Control element with multiphcative

perturbation,

1. INTRODUCTION

The cont■ olled systerrls in practice should be rnodeled

in the frequency domain, considering physical char―

acteristics and uncertainties in the high― frequency

range.  When considering the physical characteris―

tics, the model should be deterH� ned btted on the

frequency response characteristics of the input and

the output of the controlled system.

In this paper,sets 9f the experimental data are as―

sumed to include not only the band ofthe sain char―

acteristic but also the band ofthe phtte characteristic

tl]・
The stぉ ility robustness of the feedback control

system is investisated based on l■ odehng and compo―

sition■ules of such a frequency response characteris―

tic 121[3114].By taking phase chttacteristic into con―

sideration, gain change and sector nonhnearity can

be included in the same discussion.
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The ,cquency respOnse characteristic Of uncertain

te■■n

鞘 り =

is assumed tO be given by not Only the upper and

lower bounds Of the absolute value,but alsO by the

interva1 0f the argument dete■ Hlined theoretically or

experil■entally.

In addition,the absolute value and the argument Of

the frequcncy respOnse characteristic Of the uncertain

terln

△
(プ
ω)=|△ (′

ω
)ICす

∠△。ω)=α
(ω )+ブβ(ω)  (2)

are expressed respectively as the following intervali

l△ (す
ω)|=T(ω )∈ 陸(ω ),ア(ω )],    (3)

∠△(Jω )=φ (ω )∈ 睦(ω ),7(ω )],   (4)

Although the band Of such frequency response char―

acteristics in an actual systeni contains various errors

during actual experilnents,that is,identiflcatiOn er―

rors,it is remarkably inauenced by nOnlinear charac―

teristics of each cOntrolled element.

Fig, 2 Frequency response characteristics area for

■xed ω=ω O.

When theとequency is tempOrarily frOzen with flxed

ω=ωo≧ O as shown in Fig,2,the interval of real

part α and imaginary part β can be written respec―
tively as f01lows:

ス(ωo)=区ωo),万 (ω o月 ,β (ωo)=欧ωo);風ωO月 ,

(5)
where

皇 = min{生 COS圭,生 COS万 ,ア cos立,ア COS万 },

π = max{ア cOs埜,ア coS7,生 COS埜,生 COS万 },

2 = min{生 Sin埜,生Sin万,7sin塗,アSin万 },

万 = max{ア sin塗,ア Sin7,生 Sin埜,生Sin万 }.

Here,in the case Of Q+晉 )σ +署 )<0,the upper
and lower bounds of α,β tte rewritten as fOllows:

皇=―ア,(η =2,6,…・), 。 =ア,(R=0,4,

2=―ア,(党 =3,7,―・), 万=ア,(η =1,5,

As an extreme example,the case where phase shift is

zero,that is,φ → o iS also included in the abOve dis_

cussion. This case cO■ responds tO a sectOr nonhnear

characteristic and an interval set parモ江neter.

Rectangular area Rs is deterH� ned by intervtt sets

Eq。 (5)fl・ om the sectOrial area as shown in Fig。 2.

The center ofrectangle is ObviOusly written as follows:

,距 め=叩中 0=甲

Thus, rectangular Rじ  is

represented by

』so cOvered with circle

い

ｃ

center i (α c,駐 ),

In general,hOwever, the area can also be cOvered

with a smaller ci■ cle Cど as shOwn in the ngure tl〕
.

The center of the ci■ cle is On the straight hne(■ adial

line)Of phase angle

φO=(φ
+の

and the circle passes the rbllowing fOur pOints:

Pl=豊θセ ,p2=TC戸 ,p3=ア Cセ,p4=″ C戸・

[TheOrem l〕  The circle whch passes above fOur
points pl,p2,p3,p4iS represented by

center  :   (αど,β」),

radius  I  T,=VT2_■ ″02_2″″O coS(万 ― ψO)

=ャ停 +″:_2酵。cosσ ―ψO),

where

α』 =″ o COS φo, βどこrO sin φo,

駒 =艤 ・

僚_り2+σ _D2

―
lL
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(PrOOf)Due to its symmetry,■ adius TO on the radial

line of angle φO whiCh iS at an equal distance from

points pl and P2 haVe Only to be deter■ ■ned. That

iS,              _                _

″ど=1野すφ―″o9'φ
ol=1虎すφ― r09す φ。| (7)

Froafn this equation,

ァ2_r~2rO(ア ーO COS(万 ―ψo)=0。  (8)

When r≠ 生,

ア+生 -2rO cos(ψ 一φO)=0・

Therefore,

駒 =赫 。  9

As for TO in Eq。 (9),the sqllare of radius r,can be

siven as follows:

r, =ピ +r:_2TO cos(7-φ o)

=7+r:-2抒O cosσ ―ψO). (10)

□

3. CヽODIPICATION OP NOヽ lINAL SYS‐
TEM

When the center of a sectorial∬ ca of△ (JωO)iS Or
the origin as shown in Fig。  2,correcting the nonlinal

syste■l may facilitate a subsequent analysis. There

are various app■oaches in lnodincation of the nonlinal

systemo One of the lnethods is taking the frequency

response characteristic at rectangular center(α c,β c),

the center of circle C,, Another is a rnethod ofttting

the frequency response chttacteristic Of the noHlinal

system at(αぁβD,the center of circle Cか
In the manners described abOve,the modined syS―

teHI can be rew■ itten as lollows:

G*=G(Gc+△ c)=Gp(1+△ 狗),  (11)

where Gtt and△ p are expressed誘

Gp = G・ Gc, Gc=1+α c+J良 , (12)

△開 =α れ+J瘍 =幾      (1勤

lo■ the case of circle Cじ , In thesc expressions,variable

ω is abbreviated.

Obviously,interval sets αm,βtt can be written as

the following syHllnetric expressiOns:

ス 卵 =[一 言 阿 ,CVm], ど ″,=[― β 開 ;β 卵 ],

where α印≧ O and βコ≧ 0,The radius Ttt Of the

circle which covers this area is expressed as

rp(ω )=
Tc(ω

)

(10

that the

IGc(すω
)|・

In the above discussion,it should be noted

modined non■ nal systen■
,

G仰
(す
ω)=G(チω)Gc(′ω)     (15)

nlight not be a parameterized frequency response,be―

cause Cc(す り)iS not generttly parameterized.

4.COMPOSITION OF TREQUENCY RE‐
SPONSE

In this section,G(δ )and△ (3)are identifled with
G卯 (3)and△靱(d),reSpect� ely.The transfer func_

tion of the cascade― connected systems is written as

G*(Jω)=G(すω)(1+△ (す
ω)),  (16)

where

G(Jω)= Gl(すω)θ 2(」ω),        (17)
△(力)=(1+△ 2(」ω))△ 1(′ω)十 △2(ブω)・ (18)

Fis. 3 Cascade― connected plants.

ITheOrem 21  As for the absOlute v』 ue of the

frequency respOnsc oF the uncertaェ n terrn(■adius),the

following inequality call be given p]:

|△ (す
ω)|≦ 11+△2(力 )|・ |△ 1(Jω )|十 1△ 2(すω)|

≦|△ 1(′ω)|十 1△ 2(ブω)|+|△ 1(すω)|・ |△ 2(Jω )|。 (19)

(P・OOf) Eq.(19)Can be easily obtttned from Eq.

(18)by using the t� angultt inequnity in the complex

plane.□

When information on the interval set of phase char―

acteristics or the intervals of a real and an imaginary

part is given by

△.(ブω)=αぢ(ω )+J島 (ω ), ガ=1,2 (20)
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where

αぢ∈スぢ=邑 ;玩〕, 島∈為=咀 ;尻 ],

the folowing theoreln is obtained.

[TheOrem 31  The caSCade cOnnection(cOmpOSi―
tiOn)Ofthe uncertaln terrns represented by Eqs。 (16)

and(20)based On the multiplicat� e perturbation is

w�tten as

△(力 )=α (ω )十 ′β(ω ),        (21)
α∈メ=陛;司 ,β ∈β=旺;冽 ,

and

百 =01+晩 十max{皇ェめ,皇1万2,百工め,孔め }

― min{21ら ,亀β2,βlら ,β lβ 2},

皇 =皇 1+艶 +min{皇1動 ,皇1め ,孔動 ,'1動 }

― maX{亀ら,21β 2,βlん ,β lβ2},

万 =万1+島 +max{丘動,21攪 ,万1動 ,万1め }

十 max{皇ェЪ,皇諏乳,ご工Ъ,勇乙 },

2= 21+ら +min{皇1釣 ,皇1め ,万1動 ,万1励 }

+ min{皇 1ん ,艶島,ラ1ら ,。1島 }

(PrOOf)The interval set representation of Eq。 (21)

is expressed as

△(すω)∈  陛(ω );万 (ω )]+′・
[β (ω ),β (ω )]

=陛 1,孔]+腿 ;晩]+陛li孔 ]・ 鴎 ;め ]

― 聡;万11・ 晦;コ切十す。{陛1;乙]+咀 ;乙 ]

+陸 1;孔 ]・ 晩 ;亮]+堕1;万」・腿 ;め]}.

Thus,the above result can be easily prOved froln the

multiplication■ ule of interval sets,□

Fis, 4 Feedback control system with uncertain

plant.

5. STABILITY ROBUSTNESS

Ba.sed on the foresoing assumption for the open ioop

frequency response characteristics with uncertttnty,

the stability of feedback control systeIIIs should be

investigatedi Consider a control system with θ(d)a.s

an appropriate cOmpensator as shown in Fig。  4. The

closed loop characteristic equation becomes

l+θ
(じ )σ (δ)(1+△ (S))=0.  (22)

Concernins the complementary sensitivity function

駅→=鵬 ,

it is well known that robust stability condition is writ―

ten cぉ

‖△(d)T(d)||∞ <1,      (23)

where‖ ・‖∞denotes a打∞norm,that is,

‖デ(3)||∞ :=Sup・ Sup lデ (σ +ブω
)|・    (24)

σ>O  ω

For a stable nonlinal systenl, the robust stabiト

ity condition concerning radius r(ω )Of the uncertain
terln easily becolnes

膝●刺=rω≦頁り,阻河|<希・伊り
As for the lnodined syStem described in section 3,

it can be wFitten a.s

Gm(すυ)0(Jり ) <諦r側1+G約
(′
ω)θ (ブ

ω
)

where

M刺 =1紹
|≦
弧・

ITheOre】m41  When COnsidering the Nyquist plot

Of θ靱(ブ
ω)σ (デ

ω),that is,

G“
(′
ω)σ (す

ω)=げ卵(p)+J%ィ3(ω ),  (27)

the robust stability conditions, Eqs,(23)and(26)

are rewritten as fonows:

|△ (Jυ )G胸 (」
ω)σ (Jω )|≦ ρm(ω )<11+ιち,(ω )+J1/'7,(ω )|,

(28)
where ρm(ω )=ア阿(ω )IG″,(ブω)σ (す

ω
)|・

(PrOOf)Eq.(28)is ob� Ous fI・ om Eqs.(26)and(27).

□

On the other hand, using KharitOnov's concept

the stability rObustness can be evaluated as follows,

When the unce■ tain terms in TheOrein 4研 e written

as interval sets,

△m(力 )G翔 (ブ
ω)σ (Jω )=α ttc(ω )+」β夕,,c(ω ),

αmcψ )∈ 臨 c;玩』,脇 c仙 )∈ 吼 c,玩』,
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the robust stability conditiOn can be also represented

by the followins theorem based on the Nyquist sta―

binty criterion,

IThCOrem tt When the的 1lowing inequality holds

For the Nyquist locus:

ωcレ 1為珂
硫・ゆ)<11+‰ゆ)|

for all ω∈陣1,ω 21 SatiSfying

レ統(ω )+[一βmc(ω ),βmc(ω)]=0,   (30)

the feedback control system is suaranteed to be sta―

ble.

(PrOOf)ThiSresult can be Obtained iom the Nyquist
criterion,and ttso the Kharitonov theorem巨 ]胎].□

6。  NUヽ CERICAL EXAヽ CPLES

IExample ll  ConSider the following controlled
systems with fllst― order delay:

∝0=
角 ∈ 陛上;ア1]=[0,0,0・ 4],

∝0=
T・2 ∈ ヒ珍;ア21=[0・0,0.3].

In this example,it is assumed that only the tilne con―

stants Tl,T2are uncertain and represented by interv』

sets,

Obviousib the frequency response haracteristics

of uncertain terュ ns △l and△ 2 Can be written repec―

tively as followsi

鞘 → =哉 ,軸 → =瑞 ・

Fig. 5 Rectagular,cilcular and sectorial areas for

uncertain term△1(JωO)and△2(すωO)・

As for a nxed ω =90;ωo=■ O rectangles R,1,R,2,

circles C,1,C92 and Circles Cど 1,C」2 are aS shown in

Fig.5,

When modi敷 ing the nominal system as described

in section 3,the following can be givent

Ct=Gml(1+△仰1), Gち =θ卯2(1+△ m2)・

Here,the rnodined frequency response characteristics

Gml,G卿 2 are Witten as

5(1+0.2す ω
)

(29)

(31)

(32)

G駒1=

G阿2=

(1+5テω)(1+0。 々ω)'

8(1+0.15す り
)

(1+10,ω )(1+0・ 3,ω )'

and the uncertain terrrls△nl,△れ2 Can be expressed

as follows:

△例1=1+0,2ブ
ω tt 

αnl+すβttlj

万″を1=1+0.0わ 2' 島 1‐ 1+0.04ω 2'

△約2=1+0.15Jω =α卯2+′β例2,

石m2=1+0.0225ω 2' 万阿2=1+0.0225ω 2・

When these systems are connected in cttcade a.3

shown in Fig. 3,the composited frequency responsc

characteristics are expressed by rectangle and circle

arrays as shown in Fig.6.As for a rlxed ω;ω。=1,0,
the rectangular and the cilcular areas are as shown

in Fig, 7 and Fig. 8.

Fig, 6 Rectagle and circle

system in Example

arrays lo■ a coraposited

l(ω :0.2→ 5,0).

C,2
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Fig. 7 Rectagular and circular areas forり 0=二 1.0,

Actuat hequency

reeponoぃ

Modined cirdc

Modined rectangic

Fig.8 Rectagular and circular arett of a

composited system fOr ωO=1,04

When the composited system described above is fed

back by unity gain,ite.,θ (s)三 1,the stability of

the closed loop system cannot be guaranteed from

TheoreH1 4 and Theore■ 1 5 as shOwn in Fig。 6.

IExample 21 Consider the case where the following
controller(compeXrlsator)iS COnnected in cascade to

the controlled system Gと :

遺】鴨評。飴胤臨t監爵n駕離畿§隠盈
H

的=腑・讐・

TAKEMORI:Stability Robustness

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper described the composition rule of fre―

quency response characteristics represented by the

interval sets based on the experilnental data of con―

trolled systems with uncertainty and nonlinearity.

Then,the stabihty robustness of feedback control sys―

terrls was graphically evaluated by usins I(haritOnov's

concept, Not only the band of the gain characteris―

tic but also the band of the phase charaCteristic is

assumed to be given in the sets of the experimen―

tal data. Considering information on the phase en―

ables to deter■line the robustness of the control sys―

tem with uncertainty in a less conservative form.
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